
Here is the latest news from the Wild Cards at JPW.  We want
to share some of the interesting things that have happened at
the end of 2016 and the beginning of 2017.

Grand Canyon Speed Record Jan 13, 2017
Have a look at the latest attempt to break the speed record.  It was not successful, but it is
a great story.  If you have read the book about the Emerald Mile, then you will understand
why this is such a big accomplishment. 

The Chaco Sandal people are going toshow this movie at a number of REI locations
across the country.  I amsure that it will be available to the rest of us later.  Here is
thetrailer of the movie.

Concerned about Wildlife?  The national WildlifeSociety Meeting is in Albuquerque NM
this fall.  Think about coming to themeeting, and help save our diverse eco systems.

Speaking of wildlife, Have a look at what we built to help Rescue Manatees that were
injured by power boats in Key West.   The Manatee Rescue system-  commissioned by
Dolphin Research Center 
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Russel Tec Project conserves water, Saves energy and
Money- Here is a project that was successfull in San
Diego, Ca.
This project is a new way to inspect water mains andsewer systems and possibly
oil pipe lines for corroded pipes, without diggingthem up.  This can save cities
Millions of dollars.  JPW's part wasto make an inflatable structure that can fit
through a man hole and stabilizethe emitters and detectors in the system as it is
taken down the pipe. Those of you who Participate in Water conservation efforts
or who are riverStewards should really see the value in proactive water
conservation efforts.  We are still waiting to get an official pressrelease, so
please stay tuned to any new emails and face book posts you may getfrom us. 

 

So Much Snow in Utah Colorado, and don't Forget California. 
Almost everyone else is normal. 
This is my favorite web site to look at snow pack, and Reservoirlevels.  By the way,
most of all of the reservoirs in Colorado and Utahare above normal.  The exception is of
course Lake Powell and LakeMead.  There is just more demand on The Colorado that
can be met.  Ifyou would like to learn more about what happens when Lake Mead reaches
the DeadPool state because of over allocation, read this.  What a difference 7 months
have made.  I certainly hope for California’ssake Orville dam holds up.  Please be careful
outthere this spring.  Later as the snow piles up, we will discuss more about search and
rescue boats, hypothermia, and safety on high water rivers.  

 San Juan Basin Snow is off the chart, and
this was a whole month ago.  It is still
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piling up.   There is a very good chance we
will have a Delores Season.   

 Our Story contest is still running.  To see more about our
contest, follow this link 

We will wrap the contest up  this spring.  the big contenders are :
Tony Glassman's Video of running his Cuthroat through Gore Creek Past Vail Colorado.
And  Casey Taylor's trip down the Grand Canyon in a culebra.
If you have a good story you would like to tell send it to us. 

 That reminds me there are a couple of reasons why you should think of buying a culebra
for your paddle boat experience.  One big one is that it can be taken apart for those once
in a life time trips like this one to Brazil, or this one to Guatamala

Here is a video that shows you how to lace your Culebra Together if
you ever do take it on the Airline with you.  If you take only the cross
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thwarts off it weighs less than 50 lbs.

Speaking of flips.  Catarafts do flip.   Here iswhat happened to an Eltigre in Crystal -
Thank You Mountain Time Zone!  Remember to rig for flip, and Dress for cold water!

 What happened to the Grasshopper model? 
We finished them, and Errol has been showing them at the
CROA and the IOGA shows.  We have 2 different models
with 2 different floors.  One has a lace in drop stitch floor,
and this dark green one has a more standard style
removable drop stitch floor.  Much of the inspiration for the
new Lace in Drop Stitch floor on large Rafts comes from
What we learned on this project. 
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 JPW products are truly tighter than a Ducks Butt,



Because our stuff is not only water tight, our inflatables
are air tight as well.  Stop by our web site to see what we
have.  Buying River gear (or industrial inflatables) does
not have to be a gamble when you go with the team who
hold all the cards -the wild cards at JPW.

New Interactive Web site will be on line soon.
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